
 

  
 

MOGAMI - Cable programme 
 
 

 

Name : BLUE ROCKET 
  
Category: Speaker cable 
 

•  Coaxial OFC Neglex speaker cable 
 
•  Two conductors laid in one level around the blind 

core with PE Di-elektrikum 
 
•  Diameter 2 x 4,0 mm2, Colour: Blue 
 
•  ready-fitted with SoundGuard Bananas or 

SoundGuard “Cavity“ Bananas 
 
•  Lengths from 2 x 3 m till  max. 2 x 5 m 

 

All our speaker cables are also available with cable shoes. 

Die MOGAMI Cable - Family 
 XLR balanced Cable NF-Cable 110 ΩΩΩΩ Digital 75 ΩΩΩΩ Digital Speaker cable 

Professional  No Compromise Little Wonder JS Absolute Digital Pure Digital The Pure 

Excel lence No Compromise Pure Resolution Absolute Digital Pure Digital UltraPure 

HighEnd  No Compromise Blue Diamond Absolute Digital Blue Star Blue Rocket 

Reference Absolute Pure „XLR“ Absolute Pure Absolute Digital Blue Star Pure Reference 
 
Awards: 
 

HiFi Highlights 97 / stereoplay -Magazine 
 

“In the speaker cable category Domino Design’s “Blue Rocket”” receives 1st Prize” 
 
Description: 
 
The only unspectacular thing about this cable is its colour. Everything else, in terms of quality of sound, 
can only be called spectacular. Blue Rocket is the ultimate solution for many hi-fi and HighEnd 
enthusiasts who have been searching for the right cable for years. This sound cannot be described, only 
experienced ! 
 
Rank and Name /stereoplay 

stereoplay Highlight in the "loudspeaker cable" category  

"particularly recommended" 



What the press says: 
 
stereoplay 1/97: “...The 2513 made other, far more expensive cables look out of date...should be hard for 
enthusiasts to find anything better...a cable with a fantastic sound,(needs to be played in for a couple of 
days), even for highly demanding enthusiasts (e.g. Martin Logan). The Blue Rocket’s sound will totally 
fulfil all expectations…” 
Quote: “blasts away like hell - the Blue Rocket belongs certainly among the top cables in the world-market 
- those who want even more have to pay a lot more.” 
 
stereoplay 2/97: “...explosive, very sovereign sound with an underlined base, strong powers, stability and 
middle-range saturation. Precise rather than playful...sound is masterful, no intimate fire-place 
atmosphere.” 
 
Hifi & Records 1/97: „...yet another rise in the ratings for the 2513...clearly a more sovereign character in 
comparison to similar cables and with less severity. The 2513 need fear no comparison with more exotic 
super cables. 
Hifi & Records can not recommend it highly enough as a suitable partner for amplifiers and many types of 
speaker units.“ 
 
Audio 12/97: „The fundamental sound and colour quality of the Blue Rocket means it succeeds in 
achieving the difficult combination of musical esprit and lively temperament. It is better than all competitors 
and for the money an absolutely exceptional cable Must buy ". 
 
stereoplay 5/98: 20 years of stereoplay, Bleu Rocket appears in the "Limited Edition" 
 


